OASIS

Welcome to your Oasis

Modern Kitchen and Dinette
Escape the everyday without compromising on the style or benefits of modern amenities. From the large farmhouse sink to the
stainless- steel stove top and convection microwave, you can serve any of your home-style favorites from the road. And no matter what’s
on the menu or who’s on the guest list - there’s always plenty of room around your table to share, relax and enjoy the panoramic view.

Our largest travel trailer for your greatest adventures

Sophisticated Design
Engineered to exceed your expectations, designed to inspire your expeditions. In the Oasis, you will find handcrafted cabinetry matched
with high-end finishes to elevate every traveler’s experience. With each space thoughtfully constructed to maximize comfort and
functionality, you’ll never have to leave the luxuries of home behind.

Go ahead, kick your feet up

Spacious Bedroom
Dive into a new book, catch up on your favorite show, rejuvenate for the next activity or call it a day in the private bedroom. This area
not only promotes restful sleep on a queen size bed, but offers numerous storage options, independent nightstands and a built-in
wardrobe - everything you need to make this space your personal getaway.

The Aluminum Advantage
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Built to tow: Aluminum is lightweight and
extremely durable, making it an ideal structure to
tow.
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Built to trust: Unlike a wood frame, our aluminum
cage is designed to support a fiberglass outer
structure making it rust, water and even dent
resistant.
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Built to last: By crafting one solid structure
formed from fully welded aluminum, we are
providing the strongest foundation using the
longest-lasting materials on the market.
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Built for more: Our “Tilt–Forward Design” expands
the interior living space without adding length to
the trailer’s frame.
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Built for style: Bringing more dimension and
elegance to the exterior frame, the tilt offers a sleek
and fresh perspective to the classic travel trailer
design.
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Built for you: Enjoy every meal with the ultimate
view from our panoramic windshield that gives you
a front row seat to nature’s beauty.

Floorplan

Specifications
Dimensions
Overall Height: 10’ 4”
Overall Width: 8’ 4”
Overall Length: 26’
Interior Height: 7’

Take a

Virtual Tour

Overview
Dry Weight: 5,650 – 5,850
GVWR: 7,500
Net Carrying Capacity: 1,650 – 1,850
Fresh Water Tank: 44 gal.
Gray Water Tank: 39 gal.
Black Water Tank: 39 gal.
Exterior
Frame: All-Aluminum
Coupler: 2 5/16” Ball
Rear Receiver: 2” w/ 100# Capacity
Tires: S205/R7515 Tires w/ Aluminum Wheels
Exterior Skinning: Fiberglass
Roof: One Piece Fiberglass
LP Quick Connect Port: 1
20# LP Tank: 2
Axle: Torsion
Tongue Jack: Power

Options

14’ Power Awning

Slide-out Kitchen

Exterior Refrigerator

Interior
Ventilation: (2) MaxxAir Vent Fan
Tank Insulation: Heated Underbelly
Stereo: Bluetooth (4) Speakers
Entertainment: (2) 32” TVs
Furnace: 25K BTU Ducted
A/C: 15K BTU Ducted
Water Heater: 6 Gal – Electric or Gas
Bathroom
Toilet: Porcelain
Ventilation: Roof Vent w/ Onboard switch
Shower
Ventilation: Roof Vent w/ Onboard switch
Storage: Shower Storage Net & (2) Towel Hooks
Walls: Aluminum w/ Sealing Exterior Door
Kitchen
Refrigerator: 10 Cu Ft 12v
Microwave Oven: Convection
Ventilation: Stainless Steel Range Hood
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